05415 Knitting Beginning
UNM Continuing Education
Instructor: Jeannie Fagerstrom

Required Supplies:

- 1 pair of US size #10 needles – Straight – bamboo or wood preferred.
- 1 skein of worsted weight (#4) yarn- preferably not single ply Color: NO BLACK – lighter is better
- 1 knit-check needle gauge and ruler
- 1 bent tip tapestry or yarn needle
- Small notebook
- Pen or pencil

Basic knitting books will be discussed at the first session.

Required supplies cost about $20. Supplies can be purchased at the Yarn Store at Nobhill, Fiber Chicks in Old Town, Village Wools, Joann, Michael's, Hobby Lobby, and stores in Edgewood, Corrales (Lavender Lamb), or Santa Fe.